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Oponentský posudek 

This diploma thesis examines the ontology of Leibniz and Berkeley and seeks to determine to 

what extent the two philosophers share the same idealist framework and to what extent they 

differ. The author pays attention not only to the standard published works, but also to the letters 

of Leibniz, and to the brief critical remarks on Berkeley that Leibniz made in a letter to Des 

Bosses and inscribed, in more detail, into a copy of Berkeley’s Principles.  

The author has chosen a very important topic that is under-investigated in the literature, 

especially in comparison to the oft-discussed relation between Berkeley’s idealism and Kant’s 

transcendental idealism (as noted on page 8). Leibniz and Berkeley are arguably the first two 

idealists in the canon of modern philosophy (if we ignore the lesser figure of Arthur Collier), and 

an understanding of their positions, and how they differ, promises to provide significant insights 

into the nature and potential of the idealist tradition that they begin. The topic is also a 

challenging one as it requires a thorough knowledge of the central writings of the two 

philosophers under examination, as well as an orientation in the extensive secondary literature 

that they have each given rise to.  

The author begins by providing a very useful introduction to the diploma thesis, showing a 

mature grasp of the nature and extent of the problem area (pages 7-10). The main part of the 

thesis is then taken up by two extended sections devoted first to Leibniz (Oddíl I) and then to 

Berkeley (Oddíl 2). The exegesis of Leibniz’s idealism in Oddíl I, which focuses primarily on the 

later phase of his thought represented by the Monadology, displays a good awareness of the 

different levels of Leibniz’s complex ontology. The author is concerned to show that Leibniz is 

not only an idealist, but also what he calls a ‘realist’ about the material world. Idealism here is 

defined narrowly as the claim that only spiritual substances and their ideas exist (page 21); 

‘realism’ is taken to be the common-sense claim that physical things have an existence 

independent of the perceiver (page 24). This concept of realism is vital to the author’s 

comparison between Leibniz and Berkeley since the author will go on to argue that Berkeley 

denies the reality of the physical world. This latter claim on the part of the author is then 

connected with his more general thesis that while Leibniz is a ‘reductionist’ regarding matter, 

Berkeley is an ‘eliminativist’. 

The section on Leibniz successfully makes the case for characterising his ontology as idealist, 

while also appreciating the subtle approach to the material world that Leibniz develops. 

Particularly rewarding is the discussion of the relation between the monads and matter as one of 

foundation but not combination or part-to-whole constitution (pages 22-23). I would make only 

one minor critical observation: the use of the term ‘synthesis’ (myšlenková syntéza/mentální syntéza) 

in relation to Leibniz’s account of the unity of phenomena in the perception of mind (pages 26 

and 28) could be misleading as it strongly suggests an analogy with Kant’s doctrine of synthesis as 

a transcendental process of the intellect.  

The section of the thesis devoted to Berkeley (Oddíl II) is a competent exposition of the elements 

of Berkeley’s thought, concentrating above all on the early texts of the Principles and Three 

Dialogues. The characterisation of Berkeley as primarily an idealist and only secondarily an 

immaterialist is an interesting and, I believe, sustainable line of interpretation. I am less 

convinced, however, by the attempt to categorise Berkeley as an eliminativist in the material 



sphere. Yes, certainly, he thinks that extended material substance does not exist. In that sense, he 

is eliminativist. But, in this, he does not differ from Leibniz, for Leibniz too denies the existence 

of extended material substance. If, instead, we focus on Berkeley’s approach to the ontology of 

bodies, we will find the ‘eliminativist’ characterisation less compelling. Berkeley seeks to show that 

bodies, or ‘things’, exist as orderly, inter-subjective progressions of ideas, and that they have 

independence from the perceiver in being part of the law-governed sphere of nature established 

by the divine mind (see, for example, Principles §§30-34). The nature and behaviour of bodies are 

not dependent on the subject alone but are diachronically constituted by the objectively given 

laws of nature. This, in turn, enables Berkeley to make a clear distinction between reality and 

illusion, with the former being understood as conformity to God-given intersubjective law, and 

the latter being understood as lacking coherence and in breach of the laws of nature. Thus, 

dreams and hallucinations are treated as fragmented and disorderly experience peculiar to the 

subject in question—illusions not reality. Berkeley is therefore entitled to say ‘the distinction 

between realities and chimeras retains its full force’ in his version of idealism (Principles §34). 

In the final major section (Oddíl III), the author examines Leibniz’s briefly stated criticisms of 

Berkeley. In the letter to Des Bosses Leibniz makes the bold and unwarranted claim that Berkeley 

denies reality to bodies. Here Leibniz would seem to be conflating Berkeley’s well-advertised denial 

of material substance with the denial of physical things (although he may have been misled by 

Berkeley’s occasionally loose use of terms). I was pleased to see that the author recognises this 

imprecision on Leibniz’s part when he quotes Margaret Wilson’s telling comment that ‘zde Leibniz 

dopustil chyby, protože Berkeley nikde „nenapadá realitu těles“ (page 56). I worry, however, that the 

author’s own earlier characterisation of Berkeley as an ‘eliminativist’ presupposes precisely this 

conflation of material substance with body. When we properly distinguish matter and body, we 

can characterise Berkeley as an eliminativist about matter, but as a reductionist about body. 

The author goes on to argue that the system of Leibniz differs from Berkeley’s by being in 

conformity with the Principle of the Best. The author writes on page 62: 

 „V tom tedy spočívá největší rozdíl mezi Berkeleym a Leibnizem: Leibniz věří, že jeho universum je 
 dokonalejší a lepší než Berkeleyho, které vyžaduje neustálé Boží působení, zatímco Leibniz se bez 
 Božího zasahování obejde.“  
 
This is certainly true from Leibniz’s perspective. It would be interesting, however, to consider the 
same question from the perspective of Berkeley. Would he really see God’s maintenance of the 
objective order of ideas (and thus bodies) as involving constant divine intervention (Boží 
zasahování)? Berkeley’s own invoking of the Scholastic doctrine of divine conservation (see, for 
example, Principles §46) would suggest that he prefers to see the role of God in supplying the 
lawlike ideas of nature as a version of conservatio Dei. God actively conserves the universe in 
existence, but this does not mean an endless progression of fresh divine intentions and 
interventions but rather a continuing act of creation. More importantly, we must ask if Leibniz’s 
picture of the universe is one involving more perfection than Berkeley’s own? The answer to this 
second question demands a consideration of what perfection consists in―here our two authors 
have different conceptions. As the author recognises elsewhere in the thesis, Berkeley holds that 
divine perfection involves acting in the simplest and most elegant way, and therefore he would 
almost certainly judge Leibniz’s postulation of an indefinite number of dimly-perceiving monads, 
constituting the reality of the bodily sphere, as a sign of imperfection. As we have seen, Berkeley 
thinks the reality of body can be better accounted for by the divinely constituted and unchanging 
laws of nature anyway. Where Leibniz sees the perfections of richness and diversity, Berkeley 
would see the imperfections of extravagance and waste. Perhaps the difference of attitude here 



has an irreducible aesthetic component, but clearly the question of which system of the universe 
is more perfect is open to debate. 
 
Overall, the author has produced a mature and highly instructive treatment of an important and 
overlooked philosophical topic. This thesis is well organised and clearly written and the author 
defends a stimulating line of philosophical interpretation. While, as outlined above, I would 
question some of the points defended in this interpretation, I have no hesitation in 
recommending this thoughtful and well-informed diploma thesis for the grade of excellent 
(výborně). 
 
 
         James Hill, 6.6.2021 
 

 

 


